
 

  

 



 

 
 
 
“I like Louis St. Laurent School because of the fact that when you walk down the hallway, there 
is always a familiar face smiling back at you.  The teachers at Louis St. Laurent teach with great 
enthusiasm and are always eager to help students out when they have a problem.” 
 
“We get to use lots of new technology and that is cool.” 

 
“I came for the Art Programs, because I felt that those were areas that I could excel.  I find they 
are fun and allow me to get a better understanding of my skills.” 

 
“It’s not a big school and I feel like I belong here.” 

 
“I love the Baron’s spirit!  Our teams play hard, have fun and do well!” 

 
“I like the atmosphere.  There’s just something about this place, it’s like family.” 

 
“There’s a lot of choice in the courses I get to pick.” 

 
“There is always something fun going on around here—lots to look forward to!” 

 
“Teachers know me by name and care about how I do in my classes.” 

 
“We get a chance to make a difference in the community like at the Mustard Seed and    
clothing drives.” 
 
“It was easy to meet new friends and feel included.”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

            



 

Dear Students and Parents: 
 

Welcome to the Louis St. Laurent School community! We hope that the information in this 
handbook will help to familiarize you with our school. 
 

Louis St. Laurent School offers an outstanding academic program within the context of our 
Catholic identity and our core values. We are proud to offer two exciting focus programs for 
students: 
 

1. International Baccalaureate Middle Years Program (IB MYP) 
2. Fine Arts Program 
3. Spanish Bilingual Program  
 

We are an accredited IB World School. The IB program promotes the education of the whole 
person through rigorous academics and emphasis on the intellectual, spiritual, emotional and 
social growth of each student. Students in the IB program develop as internationally-minded, 
independent thinkers who are committed to success. 
 

Our Fine Arts Program is designed for students at various levels of skill development. Students 
in the Fine Arts Program have access to highly qualified, passionate instructors and they benefit 
from opportunities to develop and refine their skills. 
 
At Louis St. Laurent, the MYP Spanish Bilingual program provides students with the opportunity 
to develop strong bilingual and literacy skills.  The Bilingual program places a strong emphasis 
on faith, language, and culture and aims for high academic achievement and strong 
communicative skills. Louis St. Laurent provides a rich environment for language learning by 
offering a variety of cultural and subject-area content. 
 

Students in Junior High school enjoy having some choice in terms of the complementary 
courses they take. At Louis St. Laurent, complementary courses include a variety of courses in 
different areas such as Languages, Career and Technology, and Fine Arts. 
 

Baron Block Thursdays offer another element of choice at Louis St. Laurent.  Junior High 
students are able to make choices as to what subject they want to take during Baron Blocks on 
Thursdays.  There are also quiet / collaborative / computer assignment based areas available. 
 

Louis St. Laurent provides students with an innovative and vibrant learning environment. Our 
staff members have been carefully chosen for their excellence in teaching, their commitment to 
Catholic education and our core values, their energy and enthusiasm, and their ability to 
develop and implement new programs. We are extremely excited about the great things 
happening in our school and we hope you will be too. 
 

At Louis St. Laurent, we strive to maintain close communication with our families in order to 
serve the needs of our students. We look forward to your presence and contributions in making 
your child’s educational experience at Louis St. Laurent School productive, rewarding, and 
memorable. 
 
Sincerely, 
Louis St. Laurent Staff  



 

 
International Baccalaureate 

Middle Years Program 
 

MIDDLE YEARS IB PROGRAM AT LOUIS ST. LAURENT 
 
Louis St. Laurent, like many schools around the world, follows the International Baccalaureate 
Middle Years Program (IB MYP). The MYP is an academic framework that encourages students 
in Grades 7-10 to embrace and understand connections between the subject content and the 
real world while developing critical and reflective thinking skills. The program consists of eight 
subject groups integrated through the global contexts.  The Learner Profile is a central tenet of 
the program and is based on 10 qualities, which develop the whole student – spiritually, 
physically, emotionally, and intellectually. 
 

The mission of the International Baccalaureate Program is: 
 

... to develop inquiring, knowledgeable and caring young people who help to create a better 
and more peaceful world through intercultural understanding and respect. 
 

This programme encourages students across the world to become active, compassionate and 
lifelong learners who understand that other people, with their differences, can also be right. 
 

Source: http://www.ibo.org/en/about-the-ib/mission/ 
 

SUBJECTS 
 

• Language and Literature  
(Language Arts) 

• Language Acquisition  
(French and Spanish) 

• Mathematics 
 

• Individuals and Societies  
(Social Studies) 

• Sciences 
• Physical and Health Education 
• Design 
• Arts

 

IB LEARNER PROFILE 
MYP LEARNERS STRIVE TO BE:  
 

• Inquirers 
• Knowledgeable 
• Thinkers 
• Communicators 
• Principled 

 

• Open-minded 
• Caring 
• Risk-takers 
• Balanced 
• Reflective 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.ibo.org/en/about-the-ib/mission/


 

TEACHING AND LEARNING IN CONTEXT 
Students learn best when their leaning experiences have context and are connected to 
their lives and their experiences in the world.  Using global contexts, MYP students 
develop an understanding of their common humanity and shared guardianship of the 
planet through developmentally appropriate exploration of: 

• Identities and relationships 
• Personal and cultural identity 
• Orientation in space and time 
• Scientific and technical innovation 
• Fairness and development 
• Globalization and sustainability 

 

APPROACHES TO LEARNING 
A unifying thread throughout all MYP subject groups, approaches to learning (ATL), 
provide the foundation for independent learning and encourage the application of their 
knowledge and skills in unfamiliar contexts.  Developing and applying these social, 
thinking, research, communication and self-management skills help students learn how to 
learn. 
 

SERVICE AS ACTION, THROUGH COMMUNITY SERVICE 
Students take action when they apply what they are learning in the classroom and beyond.  
IB learners strive to be caring members of the community who demonstrate a 
commitment to service- making a positive difference to the lives of others and to the 
environment.   
 
PERSONAL PROJECT 
The Personal Project, which is central to the International Baccalaureate Middle Years 
Program, is one of the requirements to earn the LSL MYP certificate at the end of Grade 10 
(Year 5).  It gives students in the last year of MYP programme the opportunity to 
demonstrate the knowledge and skills they have acquired over the four years. The 
Personal Project is an expression of each student’s personality, 
ingenuity, and unique interests. For this independent 
investigation, students choose a topic on which they 
produce a distinctively creative product or solution. It 
should focus on one Global Context. The project can be 
a piece of writing, a research project, an event, a 
piece of art, or any creative work. The project 
requires a written report and self-reflection.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

CURRICULUM INSTRUCTION 
This section of our handbook provides students and parents with information about 
curriculum instruction. It is based on the Alberta Learning Program of Studies. Alberta 
Learning specifies what all students are expected to learn and be able to do. This falls into 
two categories: core and complementary instruction. 
 

Core Instruction  
 
Core instruction includes the following subjects: Religion, MYP Language Arts, MYP 
Mathematics, MYP Social Studies, MYP Science, MYP Physical Education, and Health. 
 
RELIGION 
 
Through religious instruction students are invited to develop the knowledge, beliefs, skills, 
values, and attitudes needed to build a relationship with God and community through the 
person of Jesus Christ.  
 

At Louis St. Laurent, Service Action is an important element of our Religion programs at all 
levels. Students complete 10 Christian Service Hours. Service can involve helping out 
around the school or volunteering at many different organizations in the community.  
 
Grade 7 
The themes of the grade 7 Religion program follow the scriptural themes of 
Creation, Revelation, Covenant and Redemption in Christ. The students are 
invited to reflect on the first two articles of the Apostles’ Creed as the 
summation of the faith that has been handed on to us through the church. 
They learn of God’s call to a Christian lifestyle of creed faith in a praying 
and sacramental community. 
 
Grade 8 
The grade 8 program focuses students’ attention on the person of Jesus Christ, revealed as 
the fullness and perfect image of God. The students reflect on the last part of the Apostles’ 
Creed, which is studied as the summation of the faith that has been handed on to us 
through the Church. They study key aspects of the Sacraments and reflect on the Ten 
Commandments.  
 
Grade 9 

The grade 9 program focuses on the themes of maturity, choices, and 
relationships. They are invited to shape their lives through the choices they make 
in light of Christ’s invitation to share life. The students are further assisted in 
understanding how relationships are an important part of growing in a covenant 
relationship with Christ. 
 



 

MYP LANGUAGE ARTS 
 
Language Arts is an active process that begins at birth and continues 
throughout life. Language development is continuous. Students 
enhance their language abilities by using what they know in new and 
more complex contexts and with increasing sophistication. By learning 
and incorporating new language structures into their repertoire and 
using them in a variety of contexts, students develop language fluency 
and proficiency. 
 
In the Junior High grades, Language Arts is designed to help students acquire knowledge 
and develop skills within the Language Arts strands of reading, writing, listening, speaking, 
viewing and representing. The emphasis is on reading and responding to a variety of 
literature; developing competence in writing for different audiences and purposes; gaining 
confidence and skills in speaking and listening activities; and learning to view critically. 
 
The aim of Language Arts is to enable each student to understand and appreciate 
language, and to use it confidently and competently in a variety of situations for 
communication, personal satisfaction, and learning. 
 
Grade 7 
Thematic units covered in Grade 7 are Identity and Mystery where various short stories 
and texts are explored.  Students will read the novel Same Sun Here, as well as learn about 
slam poetry and complete a film study.  Students also participate in a book club where 
books focus on the theme of overcoming differences. Grammar, terminology, reading 
comprehension and writing is covered throughout the units over the course of the year. 
 
Grade 8 
Thematic units covered in Grade 8 are Mystery and Suspense, Society (the novel The Giver 
is studied), poetry and self-expression, as well as an independent novel study and film 
studies.  Grammar, terminology, reading comprehension and writing is covered 
throughout the units over the course of the year.  
 
Grade 9 
Thematic units covered in Grade 9 are Identity, Fear and Hope.  These are covered with a 
focus on the essay, narrative and business letter. Grammar, terminology and reading 
comprehension is covered throughout the units over the course of the year.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

MYP MATHEMATICS 
 
Louis St Laurent’s math program encourages students to develop mathematical reasoning, 
problem-solving skills and to make connections between mathematics and its applications. 
Our school’s math program also aims to build students’ confidence in their mathematical 
skills and appreciation of the subject. The Mathematics curriculum is organized into four 
sections called strands. These are number concepts and operations, patterns and 
relations, shape and space, and statistics and probability.  Each grade in junior high have 
different focuses but expands on these strands as a whole. 
 
Grade 7  
Learning about statistics. Your child will learn and explain the 
divisibility rules, solve problems involving percent, and add 
and subtract integers. They will add and subtract fractions 
and mixed numbers. Your child will model and solve one and 
two-step equations, and solve problems involving area. They 
will understand the mean, median and mode for a set of 
data and create and interpret circle graphs. 
  
Grade 8  
Understanding ratios, rates and proportions. Your teen will understand perfect squares 
and square roots, and solve problems involving percents, rates, ratios and proportions. 
They will multiply and divide positive fractions, mixed numbers and integers. Your teen 
will solve problems involving the Pythagorean Theorem, surface area, volume and 
probability of independent events. 
  
Grade 9  

Working with powers and polynomials. Your teen will solve problems 
involving powers and apply the order of operations, including exponents. 

They will solve problems involving operations on positive and negative 
fractions and decimals and understand square roots of positive 
numbers. They will model and solve problems using linear equations 

and linear inequalities in one variable. They will also be introduced to 
polynomials and solve problems involving circle geometry and scale 
diagrams. 

 
 
 
 

 

 



 

MYP INDIVIDUALS AND SOCIETY (SOCIAL STUDIES) 
 
Social Studies provide opportunities for students to develop the attitudes, skills and 
knowledge that will enable them to become engaged, active, informed and responsible 
citizens. Recognition and respect for individual and collective identity is essential in a 
pluralistic and democratic society.  Social Studies help students develop their sense of self 
and community, encouraging them to affirm their place as citizens in an inclusive, 
democratic society. 
 
Grade 7  
Students will explore the origins, histories and movement of peoples who forged the 
foundations of Canadian Confederation. They will examine how the political, demographic, 
economic and social changes that have occurred since Confederation have influenced 
ways in which contemporary Canada has evolved. 
 

Grade 8  
Students will learn how intercultural contact between societies leads to significant change 
and alters each society’s worldview. Through an examination of Renaissance Europe, of 
Spanish and Aztec societies and through an examination of Japan, students will 
demonstrate an understanding and appreciation of how the exchange of ideas and 
knowledge contributed to shaping the worldview of the Western world; an understanding 
and appreciation of how intercultural contact affects the worldviews of societies; and 
finally, demonstrate an understanding and appreciation of the ways in which beliefs, 
values and knowledge shape worldviews and contribute to a society’s isolation or 
adaptation. 
 

Grade 9  
Students will analyze the relationship between Canada’s political and legislative 
processes and their impact on issues pertaining to governance, rights, citizenship and 
identity.  Students will also explore issues of economics and their impact on quality of life, 
citizenship and identity in Canada and the United States. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

MYP SCIENCE 
 
In Science, students develop knowledge and skills that help them understand 
and  interpret the world around them. At each level of the Junior High 
program, students learn basic concepts from earth, physical and life sciences, 
and are challenged to apply what they have learned. Through their studies, 
students are expected to develop skills of inquiry and experimentation, skills 
of solving practical problems, and skills of finding and evaluating information. 
Student will develop skills for: inquiry, experimentation, practical problem 
solving, finding information and evaluating information. 
 
UNITS OF STUDY: 
 

Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9 
o Interactions and 

Ecosystems 
o Plants for Food and Fiber 
o Heat and Temperature 
o Structures and Forces 
o Planet Forces 

o Mix and Flow of Matter 
o Cells and Systems 
o Light and Optical 

Systems 
o Mechanical Systems 
o Freshwater and 

Saltwater Systems 

o Biological Diversity 
o Matter and Chemical 

Change 
o Environmental 

Chemistry 
o Electrical Principles and 

Technologies 
o Space Exploration 

 
 
 
 
 
MYP HEALTH AND LIFE SKILLS 
 
Each person begins life with unique characteristics, capabilities, limitations, and the 
potential to grow as a person. A health program that encompasses the multidimensional 
nature of the person helps students recognize their potential and become aware of 
alternatives that will enhance their personal lifestyle.  
 

The Health and Personal Life Skills curriculum is arranged around themes. While the 
themes are repeated throughout the Junior High program, the focus and content are 
different in each grade. In a Catholic school, these themes are taught within the context of 
the teachings of the Catholic Church.  
 
 
 
 
 



 

MYP PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
 
The physical education curriculum, as defined by Alberta Learning, requires students to be 
assessed in the following four areas: 

• Activity 
• Benefits of Health 
• Cooperation 
• Do it Daily… for life! 

 
The physical education program is set up to provide students with an opportunity to 
experience activity in a variety of different ways and environments. Some of these 
activities and environments may be viewed as non-traditional for physical education, but 
never the less are valid activities that will be used to complete the specified outcomes 
provided by Alberta Learning. 
 
These activities will help students develop positive attitudes towards a healthy, active 
lifestyle and promote personal growth and social responsibility both in the classroom and 
within the community. Students will gain knowledge to help them in future settings and to 
maintain a healthy lifestyle beyond the scope of the classroom. Louis St Laurent’s P.E. 
Department stresses the importance and belief that all students will be included and 
expected to participate to the best of their ability. 
 
 
 
 
 
MYP FRENCH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE 
 
This program of studies aims to promote in students: 
 
•   a desire to learn French for personal benefit and to develop communicative skills in 

French 
•  a willingness to experiment with a second language and to participate in a variety of 

learning experiences in French 
•  an acceptance and appreciation of French language learning as one of the many subject 

area experiences in which they engage and respect for cultural and linguistic diversity 
•  a recognition that learning French supports and reinforces knowledge and skills 

acquired in other subject areas 
•  the acquisition of learning strategies that are also applicable to English Language Arts 

and other subject areas and can be transferred to the acquisition of other languages 
•  an awareness that the French language is used outside the classroom as a medium for 

learning and communication 
 



 

MYP SPANISH BILINGUAL PROGRAM 
 
At Louis St. Laurent, the MYP Spanish Bilingual program provides students with the 
opportunity to develop strong bilingual and literacy skills.  The Spanish Bilingual Program is 
intended for those who have studied Spanish in Kindergarten to Grade 6. Native Spanish 
speakers who have not been in the K-6 program will be considered on an individual basis 
and may include an aptitude exam. 
 

The Bilingual program places a strong emphasis on faith, language, and culture and aims 
for high academic achievement and strong communicative skills. Louis St. Laurent provides 
a rich environment for language learning by offering a variety of cultural and subject-area 
content.  
 

Students in the Jr. High Spanish Bilingual Program complete 35% of their school schedule 
in Spanish and 65% in English. All core subjects are taken in English as well as music and 
physical education.  Each grade receives 2 classes during Baron Blocks on Thursday in 
order to receive 1 of their Religion blocks and their 1 Health block.   
 
Students in the secondary bilingual program receive 35% of their instruction in Spanish 
through a variety of core and option classes. Subjects offered in Spanish are the following:  
 

Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9 
Spanish L.A - 4 blocks  
Spanish Religion- 2 blocks  
Spanish Drama -2 blocks  
Spanish CTF Comm Tech– 
Photography and Culture - 
2 blocks  
Spanish Health - 1 block  
 

Spanish L.A - 4 blocks  
Spanish Religion- 2 blocks  
Spanish Drama -2 blocks  
Spanish CTF Comm Tech -
Tourism- 2 blocks  
Spanish Health - 1 block  
 

Spanish L.A - 4 blocks  
Spanish Religion- 2 blocks 
Spanish Drama -2 blocks  
Spanish CTF Comm Tech –
Video production- 2 blocks  
Spanish Health - 1 block  
 

 

Apart from the knowledge and appreciation of different cultures and Spanish proficiency, 
students also benefit by obtaining an international language certificate through the DELE 
exam in their grade 9 year.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

Complementary Course Instruction 
 
 
COURSE SELECTION: 
 
Grade seven students select a total of two courses, one for each semester. All grade 7 
students will also take Music and French. (Students in the Spanish Bilingual program take 
Spanish instead of French.) 
  
Grade 8 and 9 students select any combination of courses that add up to a total of 4.  
Intensive courses have a value of 2 and are full year courses, and all other courses have a 
value of 1 and are half year (semestered) courses. All grade 8 and 9 students will also take 
French.  (Students in the Spanish Bilingual program take Spanish instead of French.) 
 
 

             GRADE 7    GRADE 8                GRADE 9 
Art Art Art 
Construction Technology Art Intensive Art Intensive 
Dance  Dance Intensive Dance Intensive 
Food Studies Dance Emerging Dance Emerging 
Design Studies Construction Technology Construction Technology 
Drama Design Studies Design Studies 
Fashion Studies Lego Robotics Lego Robotics 
 Fashion & Design Studies Fashion & Design Studies 
 Food Studies Food Studies 
 Music Intensive Music Intensive 
 Drama  Drama 

 
Please Note:  Students in the Spanish Bilingual 7 program do not choose options. Students 
in the Spanish Bilingual 8 and 9 programs can choose to continue with music, or choose 1 
new option per semester. An integration of CTF (Career and Technology Foundations) 
courses are already included in their programming.   

 
 

  



 

GRADE 7 OPTION SELECTIONS 
2020 - 2021 

 
Name:  _____________________________________________ 
       Please Print 
 

Current School: _______________________________________________ 
 

 
Complementary Courses: 
Students will be enrolled in one option for semester 1 (September – January), and one 
option for semester 2 (February – June).  
 
Please make four selections. (Priority will be given to your top two choices). Please rank 
your choices by indicating which would be your 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th choice. 
 

* Students may select only one dance class.  
 

Subject Value Rank Choice by Number 
Art 1  
Construction Technology 1  
Dance  1  
Design Studies 1  
Drama 1  
Foods 1  
Fashion     1  

  

• All grade 7 students must take music at Louis St. Laurent and will automatically be 
enrolled in the course.         
      

Parent/Guardian Signature:  _________________________   Date:  __________________
          
 

Student Signature:  _______________________________  
 

There will be no option changes during the year, 
so please consider your choices carefully.  



 

DESCRIPTION OF OPTION COURSES 
 

GRADE 7 
 

MYP Art – This Art option offers an introduction to the world of image making through the 
exploration of line, color, and composition in both two and three-dimensional work.  The focus will 
be on experimenting with a wide variety of art media.  Students will also gain a basic understanding 
of art vocabulary including an introduction to the understanding of how basic art elements create 
images. 
 
MYP Construction Technology - This program introduces students to the wood working shop and 
simple hand tools.  Students will learn basic safety rules and learn the basics of using simple hand 
tools.  Students will be introduced to The Design Cycle and encouraged to use the different stages of 
this cycle to complete actual hands-on tasks using different building materials such as wood, glass, 
and ceramics. Throughout the course, students will also have the opportunity to explore various 
career options within the construction field. 
 
MYP Dance - The focus in class will be on basic ballet, jazz, and contemporary technique, including 
foot and arm positions, as well as basic jumps, turns, and combinations. Dance styles studied will 
include, but will not be limited to, ballet, jazz, modern/contemporary, hip-hop, folk, and lyrical 
dance.  
 
MYP Design Studies - This course gives students a hands-on introduction to the digital world. 
Students will learn the basic skills in Adobe Production Suite and develop basic skills to produce a 
product using computer-based software and plotting equipment. This course is part of the IB 
program. 
 
MYP Drama - Drama 7 is an introductory course in theatre and dramatic arts.  Emphasis will be 
placed on developing and working within an ensemble (team/group).  Students will explore genres 
of movement, voice and speech, physical theatre, and storytelling.  Appropriate for all ability levels! 
 
MYP Food Studies - Students prepare and eat recipes typical of Canada’s Food Guide as 
recommended by Food Basics student learning guide. Nutrition and principles of food acquisition 
are covered. 
MYP Fashion - The Fashion & Design Studies 7 program provides introductory opportunities for 
students to experience basic design principles and basic sewing activities. The main focus of the 
introductory course includes the basics of hand sewing and the completion of a hand sewing 
project. 
 
MYP Music 7 - Music 7 is an introductory course in instrumental music. Students will play wind 
and percussion instruments and study musical notation and theory, ear training and sight 
reading, as well as instrumental and ensemble technique. Students will have the opportunity to 
perform at the Louis St. Laurent Grade 7 first Band Concert.  
 

This is a compulsory course for all Grade 7 students. 
 



 

 

GRADE 8 OPTION SELECTIONS 
2020 - 2021 

 

 
Name:  ______________________________________ Class:  ___________ 
       Please Print 
 
Complementary Courses: 
Students will be scheduled into a combination of courses that add up to a maximum total of 4.   
Full year courses have a value of 2.   Half year courses have a value of 1. 
 
Please rank your choices by indicating which would be your top 6 choices (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th). 
 

** Students registered in a full year course will not also be registered  
in that subject as a half year course. 

Subject  Value Rank Choice by Number 
Art  1  
Art Intensive  2  
Construction Technology  1  
Dance Emerging  2  
Dance Intensive  2  
Design Studies  1  
Lego Robotics   1  
Fashion & Design Studies  1  
Food Studies  1  
Music Intensive  2  
Drama  1  
    
Maximum Total  4  

  
 
  ________ ___________ _________________      
Parent/Guardian Signature              Date         Student Signature  

 
There will be no option changes during the year.  Therefore, carefully consider your choices. 
Options will be assigned in the order they are received. Please return forms to the main office, 
not to homeroom teachers. 
 
  



 

 
 

GRADE 8 
 
 

MYP Art – This option provides a deeper understanding of image making through a creative exploration of line, color 
and composition in both two and three-dimensional work.  The focus at this level will be to explore space, proportion 
and relationship for image making.  Combining the knowledge of compositional elements with the skilled manipulation 
of various media will reflect emotion and mood within the artwork at this level of art study. 
 

MYP Art Intensive – Through this full year option, students will have more time than is offered in the half year option, 
to gain experience in the different mediums of art. 
 

MYP Construction Technology- This program introduces students to a wood working shop, simple hand tools, and 
smaller power tools as well as work with different building materials such as wood, glass and ceramics.  Students will 
learn basic safety rules and learn the basics of using simple hand tools and power tools.  Throughout the course, students 
will also have the opportunity to explore various career options within the construction field. 
 

MYP Dance Emerging –This fun and energetic dance class is designed for students with three years or less of consistent 
dance training in jazz, contemporary, ballet or modern dance. This full year course focuses on basic ballet, jazz and 
contemporary technique, including foot and arm positions, as well as basic jumps, turns and combinations. Dance 
styles studied will include, but will not be limited to, ballet, jazz, modern/contemporary, hip-hop, folk and lyrical dance. 
This fun dance class is geared towards dancers with little or no recent dance training, and dancers will have an 
opportunity to learn, create and perform dances.  
 

MYP Dance Intensive - This class is for serious Dance students who wish to focus and major in elements of 
contemporary, modern and jazz dance. It is a full-year course, where part of the time is spent on technical development 
and part of the time is spent on creating and learning choreography. There is a large focus on performance. A 
minimum of five years of consistent training in Jazz, Contemporary, Modern or Ballet is required. Registration will be at 
the discretion of the teacher. 
 

MYP Design Studies - This course builds on the competencies developed in Design Studies 7. Students will learn 
intermediate skills in Adobe Production Suite®, make a digital presentation in Movie Maker® and develop basic 
competencies in design.  
 

MYP Lego Robotics - This course gives students a hands-on introduction to computer coding and Lego Robotics. 
Students develop basic skills relating to coding using Scratch and Lego Robotics. Students will complete basic 
programming design and building of Lego robots to find a solution to a given problem.  
 

MYP Fashion & Design Studies - Students will learn the basics of Fashion studies, including hand-sewing small projects, 
mastering the basics of sewing machines, and reading patterns. 
 

MYP Food Studies - Students prepare and eat recipes typical of Canada’s Food Guide as recommended by Food Basics 
student learning guide. Nutrition and principles of food acquisition are covered. 
 

MYP Music Intensive - Music 8 is a continuation of Music 7, where students were introduced to instrumental music and 
playing in a concert band. By playing wind and percussion instruments, the students will continue to develop their 
musical literacy through a variety of music from different genres and historical periods. The ensemble will perform 
throughout the year at a variety of venues including the winter and end of year concerts at Louis St. Laurent as well as 
at Band Share Day at the Winspear.  
 
 

MYP Drama - In Drama 8 emphasis will be placed on developing and working within an ensemble (team/group). 
Students will explore genres of movement, voice and speech, physical theatre, and storytelling. Appropriate for all 
ability levels. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

GRADE 9 OPTION SELECTIONS 
2020 - 2021 

 
Name:  ______________________________________ Class:  ___________ 
       Please Print 
 
 
Complementary Courses: 
Students will be scheduled into a combination of courses that add up to a maximum total of 4.   
Full year courses have a value of 2.   Half year courses have a value of 1. 
 
Please rank your choices by indicating which would be your top 6 choices (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th). 
 

*Students registered in a full year course will not also be registered 
in that subject as a half year course. 

Subject  Value Rank Choice by Number 
Art  1  
Art Intensive  2  
Construction Technology  1  
Dance Emerging  2  
Dance Intensive   2  
Design Studies  1  
Lego Robotics  1  
Fashion & Design Studies  1  
Food Studies  1  
Music Intensive  1  
Drama  1   

 
 

  
 

 
 

    
Maximum Total  4  

               
 
___________________________ ________________        __________________________ 
Parent/Guardian Signature       Date         Student Signature  

 
 

There will be no option changes during the year.  Therefore, carefully consider your choices. 
Options will be assigned in the order they are received. Please return forms to the main office, 

not to homeroom teachers 
  



 

 
 

GRADE 9 
 
 

MYP Art – This option offers an in-depth exploration of image making through the effects of controlling form, color and 
space in response to selected visual problems.  The focus will be to record objects alone and in compositions that allow 
for a visual expression that communicates meaning.  More attention will be given to individual experimentation of art 
media, the exploration of pictorial style, and the development of individual artistic skill. 
 

MYP Art Intensive – Through this full year option, students will have more time than is offered in the half year option, to 
gain experience in the different mediums of art. 
 

MYP Construction Technology - This program introduces students to a wood working shop, simple hand tools, and 
larger shop tools as well as work with different building materials such as wood, glass and ceramics and learn how to 
use them in different applications.  Students will learn basic safety rules and develop a basic competency with simple 
hand tools and small and large power tools.   
 

MYP Dance Emerging - This fun and energetic dance class is designed for students with three years or less of consistent 
dance training in jazz, contemporary, ballet or modern dance. The focus in class will be on basic ballet, jazz and 
contemporary technique, including foot and arm positions, as well as basic jumps, turns and combinations. Dance 
styles studied will include, but will not be limited to, ballet, jazz, modern/contemporary, hip-hop, folk and lyrical dance. 
This fun dance class is geared towards dancers with little or no recent dance training, and dancers will have an 
opportunity to learn, create and perform dances. 
 

MYP Dance Intensive - This class is for serious Dance students who wish to focus and major in elements of 
contemporary, modern and jazz dance. It is a full-year course, where part of the time is spent on technical development 
and part of the time is spent on creating and learning choreography. There is a large focus on performance. A 
minimum of five years of consistent training in jazz, contemporary, modern or ballet is required. Registration will be at 
the discretion of the teacher. 
 

MYP Design Studies - Students will learn intermediate to advanced skills in Adobe Production Suite®, make a digital 
presentation using Microsoft® and make a product.  
 

MYP Lego Robotics - Students will learn intermediate and advanced skills in computer coding using Scratch and Lego 
Robotics to develop solutions to given problems.  
 

MYP Fashion & Design Studies: Students will begin or further develop competency on the sewing machine and gain 
some expertise with commercial patterns for garment and accessory construction.  Knitting and other needle arts may 
also be explored, as well as proper care for fabrics and basic lab safety.   
 

MYP Food Studies - Students are given some choices for recipes to complete in the Snacks and Appetizers unit and 
Food and Nutrition Basics. Main course preparation and some baked items will also be included. 
 

MYP Music Intensive -. By playing wind and percussion instruments, the students will continue to develop their musical 
literacy through a variety of music from different genres and historical periods. The ensemble will perform throughout 
the year at a variety of venues including the LSL Winter Concert and Spring Concert, as well as a festival in Edmonton. 
 
MYP Drama – In Drama 9 emphasis will be placed on developing and working within an ensemble (team/group). 
Students will explore genres of movement, voice and speech, physical theatre, and storytelling. Appropriate for all 
ability levels. 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
SUPPORTING STUDENTS 
 
We have several services dedicated to ensuring students receive the emotional, academic, and 
spiritual support they required in order to thrive in school. 
 
 

o Homeroom Teachers 

o Grade Coordinator/Assistant Principal 

o School Counsellors 

o Learning Coach  

o Emotional Behavioral Specialist 

o Family School Liaison Worker (FSLW)  

o AHS Mental Health Therapist 

o Educational Assistants 

o School Resource Officer 

o Chaplain 

o English Language Learning teacher 

o FNMI Liaison 

o Graduation Coach 

o WIN Teacher 

o RAP Coordinator 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
EXTRA /CO-CURRICULAR PROGRAMS 
 

RELIGIOUS CELEBRATIONS 
 
At Louis St. Laurent, we observe the liturgical year with a number of whole 
school celebrations: 
 

 School Opening  
 Thanksgiving  
 Remembrance Day  
 Advent / Christmas  

 

 Ash Wednesday  
 Easter  
 Year End Celebration  

 

In addition, various classes hold small classroom-based celebrations throughout the school year. 
 
LEADERSHIP TEAM 
 
The Louis St. Laurent Leadership Team organizes a number of activities and fun days over the 
course of the school year for Junior High students.  Its aim is to build school spirit and to foster a 
feeling of community within our Junior High. 
 
INTER-SCHOOL ATHLETICS 
 
Louis St. Laurent School is a member of the inter-school athletic program. Our 
school teams play a number of games with other Junior High schools in the 
Edmonton Catholic School District.  
 
Our teams include boys’ and girls’ volleyball, basketball and soccer as well as 
coed track and field, slowpitch, badminton, and cross country running.  Louis St. Laurent is proud 
to offer Junior and Senior teams in volleyball and basketball. This gives students an opportunity to 
be on school teams beginning in grade 7 and develop skills necessary to play at a more advanced 
level. 
 
OTHER CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
 

• Green Team • Yearbook 
• CSI (Community and Service Inc.)  

 
  



 

 
PROCEDURAL INFORMATION 
 
HOMEROOM 
Each student is assigned to a homeroom teacher. Students begin the morning in their homeroom 
for prayer, announcements and attendance. The homeroom teacher takes a special interest in his 
or her students and helps to build a feeling of community and rapport within the class.  They also 
disseminate grade appropriate information and provide a first line of contact for students. 
 

GRADE COORDINATORS 
Each grade is assigned a Grade Coordinator.  This coordinator is part of the school Admin. Team and 
is responsible for the academic, physical, and emotional well-being of all students within the grade 
level.  Grade coordinators are available to all students and parents when issues arise that are beyond 
the scope of the homeroom teacher. 
 

LATES AND ABSENCES – PHONE HOME PROGRAM 
Consistent and regular attendance is essential to being a successful student and getting the most 
out of your education. Parents/guardians are asked to phone the school whenever a student is 
absent. Messages may be left on the answering machine at any time. Students who must leave the 
school prior to the end of the normal school day must sign out at the office prior to leaving the 
school. Parents are asked to telephone the school to let us know when students will be leaving 
school early. Students reporting late for school must register in the office before proceeding to 
class so the attendance records can be updated. 
 

POWER SCHOOL 
Power School is a web based program giving parents 24 hour access to their child’s progress. 
Marks, completion of assignments, and attendance can be monitored on a regular basis simply by 
signing up and being issued a password.  Parents can contact the main office to receive 
information on how to access their account. Passwords are initially distributed at the Meet-the-
Staff evening in September. 
 

SCHOOL ADVISORY COUNCIL 
The School Advisory Council at Louis St. Laurent is an integral part of our school community.  
Members discuss and offer input on school related activities and offer valuable support for our 
programs.  The School Advisory Council meets approximately seven times throughout the year.  
Parents are welcome to attend the meetings and share their ideas with school Administration. 
 

TRANSPORTATION 
Edmonton Transit provides the busing for Louis St. Laurent students. Bus passes 
are sold at the beginning of every month in the school Business Office and are 
subsidized by the school District.  
 



 

 
 
LUNCH HOUR FACILITIES – CONCESSION 

Louis St. Laurent School has a concession where students may purchase a 
variety of items for lunch.  Microwave ovens, situated in the lunch area, are 
available for student use.  
 

Students are to eat in designated lunch areas and remain there for 
approximately twenty minutes. Once students have finished eating, a supervising teacher will 
dismiss them. The remainder of the lunch period is spent outside, weather permitting. 
 

LUNCH HOUR CAMPUS 
Junior High students are encouraged not to leave school property during the lunch break. 
Students who stay on school property at lunchtime can be properly supervised and their safety 
managed. The exception to this is for students who live within close walking distance of the school 
and who can go home for lunch without coming late for afternoon classes. 
 

REPORTING TERMS: 
 Report Term 1 (Q1)  September to November 
 Report Term 2 (S1)  November to January 
 Report Term 3 (Q3)  February to April  
 Final Reporting Period (S2) April to June 
 

Junior High report cards are available through PowerSchool.  Hard copies will only be printed upon 
request at the school office.   
  
Formal Parent/Student/Teacher conferences are scheduled at the end of Q1 and Q3, however, if 
you have any concerns with your child’s academic progress, teachers are always available through 
email or by phoning the school office.   
 

NEWSLETTERS 
The school newsletter is available on the school website on the first day of each month and is 
emailed to those families who have given permission to do so by checking the appropriate portion 
on the Student Verification Document.  Printed copies of the newsletter are available in the 
General School Office for those families without internet access at home. We encourage parents 
to read through the monthly newsletters carefully as they contain valuable information that 
parents need to be aware of. The school website address is www.louisstlaurent.ecsd.net 
 

DRESS FOR SCHOOL 
Louis St. Laurent is a Catholic School, so clothing should is suited to our Christian atmosphere.  We 
want to promote a positive environment, so all slogans on shirts should be of a positive nature and 
keep in mind that revealing clothing is not appropriate to the school environment.  Exposed 
midriffs and spaghetti straps may be acceptable in some circumstances, but the school setting is 
not one of them. Pants riding too low on the hips so underwear is exposed are also not 
appropriate school wear. 
 
  

http://www.louisstlaurent.ecsd.net/


 

Louis St. Laurent 
Student Conduct Policy 

 

Through faith we aspire to inspire: Body, Mind and Soul! 
 

We believe that we are unique and worthy persons and that God calls each of us to work together 
in love, hope and courage in our school community.  Our primary goal is maximizing student 
learning.  We embrace our internationalism, promoting global awareness and understanding.  All 
that we do is centered on the best interests of our students.   We believe that by striving for 
understanding we provide for an environment that stimulates growth and accepts differences.  
We maintain forgiveness as a basic belief of our Catholic faith that is lived in our school, 
community and home.  We believe that showing respect for ourselves, each other and our 
environment provides for harmony and personal growth.   
 

EXPECTATIONS FOR APPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR 
 

Louis St. Laurent School is committed to providing students with a school environment that is safe, 
welcoming, caring, respectful, and conducive to learning. It is important to state that achieving this 
type of environment is an ongoing process that all members of a school will strive to create each 
day.  In order to accomplish this, students must realize that our school does not tolerate 
discrimination in any form on the basis of an individual’s race, colour, ancestry, place of origin, 
religious beliefs, gender and gender identity, physical or cognitive disability, marital status, family 
status, source of income, sexual orientation, pregnancy and will not tolerate any form of sexual 
harassment.  We expect students will learn, have self-respect and promote a positive sense of 
community.  We expect to see this in student behavior, attitudes, dress and response to school 
practices and rules.  We expect students to behave in an appropriate manner, which does not 
interfere with the learning, safety or well-being of others.  School-wide expectations are 
communicated to our students by teachers in classroom discussions, by school administration in 
assemblies, during morning announcements, through the school newsletter and in the 
responsibilities as outlined in this policy.  We have set behavioral guidelines for the school as a 
whole and each teacher sets programs and procedures designed to maximize student learning and 
responsibility.  

 

POLICY DEVELOPMENT 
 

The student Code of Conduct Policy is developed by the school community and is: 
• based on input from students, parents and school staff; 
• reflective of the expectations of students as addressed in legislation and district policies; 
• communicated in writing to all members of the school community on an annual basis, and; 
• reviewed and adapted as necessary on an annual basis by members of the school 

community. 
 

 
  



 

 
 

CONSEQUENCES FOR INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR 
 

We focus on positive behavior and attitudes; however, there are times when a student has 
difficulty recognizing his/her responsibility.  In such cases, we have outlined a number of possible 
consequences for behavior, which will take into consideration unique student attributes such as 
age, maturity and individual circumstances.  Responses will include preventative procedures, 
supportive procedures for minor breaches, and fair, corrective interventions to address major 
breaches of conduct.  When a student misbehaves, they can expect that the staff will apply the 
most appropriate action.  One or more of the following can be expected to occur:

 Verbal reprimand 
 Restriction or loss of privileges 
 Detention of student 
 Parent involvement 
 Parent-student conference with 

school staff 
 Verbal or written apology by student 
 Problem solving, monitoring or 

reviewing behavior expectations 
 Replacement or repair of damaged 

property 

 Temporary exclusion of student 
from class 

 Bus suspension 
 In-school suspension 
 Out-of school suspension 
 Referral to Attendance Board 
 Behavior contract 
 Involvement of outside agencies 
 Involvement of Police 
 Recommendation for expulsion 
 

 
As might be expected, the more serious the misbehavior, the more severe the consequence. The 
nature and circumstances of the incident, as well as frequency of misbehavior, and age of student 
are also considered. Severe breach of conduct will result in suspension in accordance with section 
31 of the Education Act, and could extend to possible recommendation for expulsion.   The 
following are considered major forms of misbehavior and will be dealt with severely:     

 

 Open opposition to authority  
 Physical or verbal abuse 
 Use or display of improper or 

profane language 
 Willful damage to property 
 Theft 
 Assault 
 Possession or use of illegal drugs or 

substances 
 Behaviour dangerous to self or 

others 

 Possession of a weapon or 
presentation of an object intended 
to threaten or intimidate 

 Repeated violation of general 
expectations 

 Continual disregard of classroom 
rules 

 Contravention of the Criminal Code 
of Canada or the code of conduct set 
out in the School Act 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

Students learn best in a positive learning environment.  We expect students, parents and staff to 
recognize their responsibility in developing student behavior and conduct. 
 

STUDENTS 
Students will meet the expectations for behavior while on school property or while involved in any 
school sponsored or related activities.  Students will exercise their responsibilities to use their God-
given talents and abilities to gain maximum learning benefits from their school experiences.  We 
expect that they will contribute to a positive learning environment.  To ensure this, students will: 

 Come to class ready to learn with the appropriate materials and clothing 
 Attend school regularly and be on time 
 Adhere to school rules pertaining to dress, personal belongings, & personal electronic 

devices  
 Refrain from, report and refuse to tolerate bullying or bullying behavior, even if it happens 

outside of the school or school hours, or electronically  
 Refrain from the use or possession of illicit or illegal substances 
 Inform a trusted adult in a timely manner of incidents of bullying, harassment, intimidation 

or other safety concerns in the school 
 Assume responsibility for actions and choices 
 Show respect for self, others and their property 
 Show respect for authority 
 Show respect and care for school property 
 Seek help from staff to assist in problem solving 
 Demonstrate a good work ethic including work habits, and completion of assignments and 

homework 
 Use common sense and good judgment in all their actions 
 Follow school and district policies 
 Respect and celebrate our Catholic identity 

 

PARENTS 
Parents play a vital role in developing student behavior and conduct.  We expect that parents: 

 Send children to school rested, nourished, appropriately dressed and mentally ready to 
participate in learning 

 Ensure their children get to school on time 
 Demonstrate mutual respect with school staff and maintain open communication 
 Inform school about essential information 
 Review conduct policy with their children and ensure their children’s understanding 
 Monitor homework assignments and assist when necessary 
 Report absences promptly to the school 
 Utilize PowerSchool and the school website to stay informed 
 Work with the school to resolve student behavior issues as they pertain to their child 
 Assume responsibility for their child’s behavior 
 Actively support and be aware of the standards established by Louis St. Laurent, the school 

they’ve chosen to send their son or daughter to 
 Ensure that their conduct contributes to a welcoming, caring, respectful and safe learning 

environment 



 

 
 
 
 
STAFF 
Staff endeavor to assist students in achieving their personal best.  Staff will: 

 Educate students fulfilling the mandate of the Alberta curriculum, the IB curriculum and 
our Catholic faith 

 Discipline consistently, maintaining dignity and respect 
 Demonstrate and model mutual respect and Catholic values 
 Demonstrate and model the standards set out in school and district policies 
 Maintain open communication 
 Be proactive in communication 
 Review conduct policy with students 
 Communicate classroom expectations 
 Recognize diversity and individual differences 
 Respect confidentiality  

 
 
Revised February 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Great Things Are Happening At Louis St. Laurent! 

 
 

International Baccalaureate Middle Years Program 
 

Through the IB MYP, our students are given a broad and rich educational experience that 
celebrates and focuses on cultural awareness, communication skills and the 
interrelationships between and among different subject areas 
 
Fine Art Focus 
 

Louis St. Laurent is designated as the Fine Arts Focus School within the Edmonton Catholic 
School District. Our students have the ability to take part in many option classes as well as 
an extensive Fine Arts focused extracurricular program. Our students are nurtured and 
trained by staff members who are experts in their field whether they are instructing 
Dance, Drama, Art, or Music. 
 
Spanish Bilingual Program 
 
The MYP Spanish Bilingual program provides students with the opportunity to develop 
strong bilingual and literacy skills.  The program places a strong emphasis on faith, 
language, and culture and aims for high academic achievement and strong communicative 
skills. 
 
Great Teachers  
 

We have great teachers at Louis St. Laurent! Our teachers have been chosen for their 
ability to work well with young people, their knowledge of subject area materials and for 
their commitment to ongoing Professional Development. 
 
Interesting Activities 
 

Each year, students at LSL are challenged to take part in many interesting and stimulating 
activities such as field trips, retreats, activity days and fun days. Our students have 
participated in the Kids Care Challenge in support of Catholic Social Services’ Sign of Hope 
Campaign, as well as many other Social Justice projects. 
 

 
Should you have any questions about our school please do not hesitate to contact our 

school office at 780-435-3964 or visit our website at www.louisstlaurent.ecsd.net 

http://www.louisstlaurent.ecsd.net/
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